Fire Simulator Training
Fire extinguishers are designed to put out or control small fires. A
small fire, if not checked immediately, will soon spread out of control. Fires start small and may be extinguished by well-trained,
knowledgeable employees using the proper equipment.
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This training assists employees in identifying and reducing fire
risks in the workplace. When staff know how to initiate appropriate
actions during a fire and recognize individual responsibilities to report fire-related hazards, the risks to staff and workplace are reduced. We can customize the training to meet your needs, for example, include a presentation of your companies fire plans.
This is a "hands-on" course using portable extinguishers and simulated fires: Our indoor interactive fire simulators were created to
help train first responders that initially encounter a fire. They are
trained to respond to small manageable fires that can be extinguished safely. Teaching first responders to avoid large uncontrollable fires doesn't require lighting one. Using our fire simulator:



By the end of this 1/2 day workshop, you will be able to:
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Weather is no longer an issue
Everyone receives hands-on experience







Be familiar with legislation specific to your work environment,
which included Occupational Health and Safety Act, Industrial
Establishment Regulation 851, General Construction Regulation 213,
Understand the combustion process and different fire classes
Be able to describe different fire extinguisher types and
capabilities
Know the limitations of extinguisher types and the operating
instructions
Understand the basic fire fighting concepts of RACE and PASS
Know your duties and responsibilities during a fire emergency

Who should attend?
 All staff, JHSC member and management.
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Fire Simulator Training
Fire safety is more than knowing how to pull the alarm and evacuate a building. Fire safety includes reviewing fire prevention practices to avoid fire and reassessing the fire safety plan in the event
of a fire.
Our large screen fire simulators can replicate fires of all sizes and
origins and to keep every member of our training course stimulated we can adjust the difficulty setting to ensure everyone is challenged.
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So if someone does reach for the extinguisher, they are doing so
with a basic understanding of how to operate the equipment safety
and effectively.
Choose from a wide variety of seminars, ranging from brief individualized instruction for specific extinguishing techniques, to
comprehensive half-day group training sessions. One of our most
popular programs is our two-hour seminar for approximately 20
students at a time.
Whatever your fire safety training need, we can provide the tools
and the fire instructor to conduct a well-received program including hands on fire extinguisher training in a classroom environment.
- The Fire Safety Plan
- The Ratins System
- Operation
- Application
- Fight Or Flight

- Home Fire Safety
- Inspection
- Extinguisher Types
- Post-Fire Procedures
- Fire Prevention

Having the proper background knowledge prepares our trainees for
the next step – using the Fire Simulator to learn proper, safe and
practical techniques.
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